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CLINICAL SCHOLARSHIP AND THE JUSTICE MISSION

ROBERT D. DINERSTEIN

To many people, the relationship between clinical programs and the justice mission of American law schools is so clear as to be self-evident. Many live-client clinical programs represent indigent persons in criminal cases or in numerous kinds of civil cases, such as domestic violence, landlord/tenant, public benefits, and social security disability matters, where (in)justice themes predominate. These programs may pursue justice on behalf of individual clients or for groups of clients through class-action or other impact litigation. Moreover, clinical teachers frequently discuss with their students the need for the latter to serve justice in their legal careers, whether as the principal focus of their legal work or through pro bono publico activities. Indeed, for many law students, the law clinic may be the only place in which concerns about justice are discussed and, at least sometimes, acted upon. Clinical teachers themselves are likely to be active in their own professional activities that contribute to achieving justice in local and national communities.

But what is far less clear is that there is—or can be—a positive relationship between clinical scholarship and the justice mission. In the scholarly domain, critics and friends of the clinical movement alike are apt to see other intellectual movements within the academy—feminist jurisprudence, critical race theory, critical theory, law and literature—as much more closely connected to the examination and pursuit of justice. Because scholarship remains the primary coin of the realm for success and influence within academia, the derogation of clinical scholarship contributes not only to the continued marginality of clinicians but also to the under-recognition of the considerable contribution that clinical scholarship can make to the justice mission.

The perceived unimportance of clinical scholarship has many causes. The paucity, until relatively recently, of a significant body of clinical literature that goes beyond program description or “mere” discussion of pedagogy has given credence to the criticism that clinical scholarship is deficient. The diminished academic status of many clinical teachers has made their pursuit of scholarship much more problematic than it is for other academics. The ambivalence that many clinical teachers have felt towards the desirability of even attempting clinical scholarship—whether such scholarship was worth doing and, if so, whether it was possible given the institutional constraints on the work lives of many clinical teachers—also has led to the devaluation of clinical scholarship as a force for positive social change. Furthermore, and paradoxically, the frequent gatherings of clinical teachers at AALS teaching conferences and workshops, which have served as important opportunities for clinicians to exchange ideas and information about clinical education, may actually have
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slowed the creation of a written clinical scholarship accessible to non-attending clinicians and non-clinicians alike.

In this brief essay, I want to suggest that clinical scholarship is not an oxymoron. Such scholarship already has contributed to nascent understandings of the different meanings of justice within the academy. If it develops to its full potential, it can broaden still further our understanding of the various visions of justice that exist within both the academy and society at large.2

Whether as a result of their current clinical work or as an outgrowth of their prior lives as legal services or public interest lawyers,3 clinical scholars have often focused on the problems of poverty law. Some of the best clinical scholarship examines the manner in which indigent clients experience the welfare system, housing court, and other settings that exist far from the esoteric world of appellate cases.4 This scholarship, which takes as its point of departure clients' actual experiences, can be a useful adjunct and even antidote to abstract theorizing about justice that too often characterizes legal scholarship.

2For a discussion of the importance of clinical scholarship in general and a description of various themes within it, see Bob Dinerstein, Message from the Chair, AALS Sect. Clinical Legal Educ. Newsl., Sept. 1992, at 1, 3. One of the exciting new developments within clinical education is the creation of a new peer-edited clinical law journal, the first issue of which is scheduled to appear sometime in the spring of 1994. This journal, the first law journal devoted exclusively to clinical scholarship, will allow for the collection of clinical articles in one place, a phenomenon that heretofore has occurred only in the occasional symposia on clinical education that have appeared from time to time. More significantly, the existence of the journal should facilitate the development of a vibrant clinical scholarship that can address the many issues, including issues of justice, that clinical education embraces.

3As David Barnhizer has noted, clinical teachers in the early days of the modern clinical movement (in the late 1960s) came predominantly from legal services or public interest law backgrounds. David Barnhizer, The University Ideal and Clinical Legal Education, 35 N.Y.L. SCH. L. REV. 87 (1990). In my experience, Barnhizer's observation remains true, though probably somewhat less so, for the current crop of clinical teachers. In fact, most live-client clinical programs continue to deal with the legal problems of poor people.

By studying the settings in which legal services are provided to poor people, clinical scholars also contribute to our understanding of both the incredible hardships under which legal services lawyers function and the ways in which they unknowingly may hinder their clients' pursuit of justice. Clinical scholars such as Gary Bellow, Carrie Menkel-Meadow, and Paul Tremblay have examined the structure of decision-making in legal services offices in an effort to describe the ways in which critical decisions about client needs and goals are determined. Much of clinical scholarship about lawyering for poor people is critical—frequently, self-critical—of it. While sometimes controversial, clinical scholarship of this type is fully grounded in client and lawyer experience and can provide important insights into the many ways in which society denies justice to poor people.

One of the most important ways in which clinical scholarship can contribute to the pursuit of justice is in its examination of the lawyer-client relationship itself. Too often, well-intentioned lawyers for clients facing injustice have dominated their clients, thereby replicating some aspects of the very injustice they were fighting on their clients' behalf. Clinical concepts such as client-centered counseling, while justified on numerous grounds, aim in part to extend the reach of more egalitarian attitudes and actions to the lawyer-client relationship itself.

Clinical scholarship that examines client experience and lawyer-client relationships suggests elements of a more far-reaching scholarship about law practice. Such a practice-oriented scholarship could analyze the justice components of the operation and structure of law practice in addition to the
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more skills-oriented approach that the term might otherwise imply. Clinical scholarship about practice can build on clinical education's historic concern with issues of professional responsibility, as well as on the growing literature on and critique of professionalism in law and the other professions.

For scholarship about justice in an increasingly complex world to be most effective, it must draw on inter- and multi-disciplinary perspectives. Clinical scholarship is well situated to make such connections to sociology, anthropology (especially ethnography), learning theory and psychology, among other disciplines. Clinicians have long availed themselves of developments in these areas in their teaching and increasingly their scholarship reflects this as well.

From the beginning, clinicians saw the clinic as a laboratory in which ideas about lawyering and the legal system could be examined and tested. While that testing has occurred in many programs, scholarship reflecting this process has not kept pace. Nevertheless, clinical scholars are in what may be a unique position within the law school to test their ideas about justice empirically. If empirical work within the clinic presents numerous difficulties—requiring expertise clinical scholars may not possess, raising client confidentiality
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concerns, and demanding time clinical scholars may not have—it offers exciting possibilities as well.

The isolation of many clinical teachers within law schools may also have caused their estrangement from many of the intellectual developments within law school scholarship. But clinical scholars are beginning to forge connections with other intellectual movements, especially feminism, critical race, and critical theory. Clinical scholars' concerns with the complex and frequently recursive relationship between theory and practice dovetails well with similar concerns in these other movements.

Clinical teachers' status as outsiders within many law school communities can give them crucial insights into the need to promote justice in the broader society. Obviously, the status of being a white male clinical teacher is not equivalent to being poor or a member of a group that has suffered deep-seated societal discrimination. But the lack of appreciation that many clinicians feel for their talents; the distinctions at many schools between clinicians and non-clinicians concerning status, role in institutional governance, and salary; the tension between demanding equal treatment and being loathe to risk even tenuous institutional standing; and the sense in which clinical teachers may not fully feel at home in the worlds of either practice or academia; all these experiences and more can provide clinicians with important insights from which empathy for those suffering more serious injustices can flow. Clinicians' more explicit reliance in their scholarship on their outsider status in the academy can provide a fuller context for their discussions of the injustices their clients suffer in the legal system.

Clinical scholarship can also assist in redefining what is considered scholarship and thereby increase the ability of legal scholarship to promote justice. Because it is often difficult to convey the insights of clinical education in the traditional law review format, the full range of clinical learning is not brought to bear on the academic audience that reads law review articles. Indeed, many insights from clinical education are difficult to present in any written format, or at least in a written format divorced from live or videotaped
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presentations. Clinical scholars frequently convey their ideas at professional conferences and workshops, schools or prisons (through street law programs), bar meetings, presentations to judges and attorneys and other settings not conventionally seen as sites of scholarly activity. To be sure, not all such presentations are scholarly in nature. But insofar as at least some of these presentations reflect the thoughtfulness, thoroughness, and critical perspective that characterizes good scholarship, they may open up possibilities for dissemination of scholarly work that promises to reach a broader public than reads law reviews.

Clinical education is still a comparative newcomer on the academic block, and clinical scholarship can sometimes seem like the newcomer’s new toy. Despite the impressive efforts of clinical scholars, much work remains to be done for such scholarship to reach its full potential as a force for justice. In particular, clinicians must do a better job of articulating theories of justice in lawyering and in other activities so that their ideas can be examined rigorously and criticized where necessary. For now, it is enough to insist on the importance and potential of the clinical scholarship project.